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98 Degrees 
32 count, 4 wall, Beginner/Intermediate level 
Choreographer: Tom Mickers (NL) Sept 2006 
Choreographed to: True To Your Heart by 98 

Degrees by Stevie Wonder, CD: 98 Degrees And 
Rising (108 bpm) 

 
 
1&2  Right foot step forward, scuff left knee, put left leg down sharp 
3&4  Right shuffle with a ½ turn to the left (left) 6:00 
5&6-7&8  Repeat starting with left foot step forward (12:00) 
 
1&2  Right triple step: cross right over left, step left back, right to side while making ¼ to the 
  right (right) 3:00 
3-4  Step left slightly forward, right cross over left while making ¼ turn to the right 6:00 
5&6  Left step slightly back, right step side, left cross over right while making 3/8 turn to the 
  right 10:30 
7&8  Right cross over left, left step slightly back, right step right while making 3/8 turn to the 
  right 3:00 
 
Basically what you do is triple, walk walk, triple, triple, and in the mean time turn 1 ¼ to the right. For 
styling lean back during this turn as if you keep your head in the middle and you walk your body around 
 
1&2  Left rock forward, back on right, left takes weight while sweeping right front to back 
3&4  Right behind, left side, right cross over left 
&5&6  Sweep left back to front, left lock across right while pumping heels up-down, pump  
  heels up-down, pump heels up-down while sweeping left front to back 
7&8  Left behind, right side, left cross over 
 
1-2  Jump slightly feet together diagonal right forward, jump slightly both feet together 
  diagonal left forward 
3&4  Right run diagonal forward, left run diagonal across right, right run diagonal forward 
5-6  Left high step left, right high step right 
7&8  Left run back, right run back, jump feet together ending with weight on left 
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